Electrostatic Field Calculations for Liquid Nitrogen Gaps Assuming a Decisive Field Factor
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ABSTRACT

Volume effect on breakdown voltage is well known in high voltage engineering. The breakdown voltage behavior of liquid nitrogen depending on a high field volume had been quantitatively described for gap lengths up to 20 mm. Breakdown curves for longer gap lengths up to 96 mm derived from measurements with a facility “Fatelini 2” show oscillations and partly low withstand voltages. Electrostatic field calculation for such long gaps shows remarkable high field volume differences between a model for ideal sphere and models including fixation rods. Calculation for the used setup does not show monotonically increasing high field volume depending on gap length but a maximum around 60 mm which can explain the special breakdown behavior in a “mid range” gap length. Further high field calculations were done for not yet used setups in order to make considerations, e.g. for the influence of cryostat material or diameter.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Present superconducting apparatus for power engineering like fault current limiters [1] or power transmission cables [2] are usually based on high temperature superconductors with liquid nitrogen as cooling material. The determination of the dielectric strength is necessary in case of using the liquid nitrogen also for high voltage insulation purposes. Breakdown behavior of liquid nitrogen is investigated by numerous researchers but for gap lengths of more than 20 mm it is difficult to find experimental data [3-5].

High voltage tests with a “sphere” to plane setup with gaps up to 35 mm for negative [6] and 60 mm for positive [6-7] standard lightning impulse as well as for AC voltage [7] and gap lengths up to 96 mm had been performed in steps in a facility called “Fatelini 2”. The withstand voltage values had been specified as highest voltage step of 20 standard lightning impulses or 15 min AC voltage duration where no breakdown occurs.

A transition from the superconducting to the normal conductive state within a superconducting apparatus may cause degradation of the dielectric strength of liquid nitrogen caused by gas bubble generation. Hence a test series with bubble generation by an ohmic heater was also performed in addition to the “normal” test conditions with slightly boiling liquid nitrogen within a low loss metal cryostat equipped with a thermal liquid nitrogen shield in addition to the thermal vacuum insulation.

The negative standard lightning impulse values showed linear increase depending on the gap length up to the impulse facility limit of 365 kV. In contradiction a tendency of swinging was found for positive impulses and AC (facility limit for AC tests was 230 kVRms = 325 kVpeak). For the positive impulse and AC results (Figure 1) significant “oscillations” occur especially between 20 mm and 70 mm. These oscillations are a considerable setup issue but an explanation is not given so far. Numerical calculations will be used to
solve this problem and based on this method a prediction for the breakdown behavior of possible future setups is presented.

Figure 1. Withstand voltages of liquid nitrogen for a pressure of 0.1 MPa ("w1") depending on electrode distance [7]. Peak Alternating and positive standard impulse ("impulse+") voltages with 500 W operation of a heater ("w. heater", filled markers) and without excitation of the heater ("w/o heater", unfilled markers). The maximum available high voltage test facility values of 325 kV for AC operation and 365 kV for standard lightning impulse operation are indicated by blue horizontal lines.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The potential reduction of breakdown voltages by increasing field stressed area and volume size is a well known phenomena in high voltage engineering and it is frequently described for liquid nitrogen breakdown behavior. Not the complete liquid nitrogen test volume should be considered for determination of breakdown behavior but only the volume where the electric field exceeds a certain voltage in relation to the maximum field value. The relation between this threshold field strength and the maximum field strength is called the decisive field factor. The decisive field factor is depending on pressure and temperature. A very detailed investigation for uniform and weakly non-uniform fields for gap lengths up to 20 mm is performed by N. Hayakawa in [8] and allows a selection of a decisive field factor of 0.82 for the examined test conditions of Figure 1. The maximum field value of a simple sphere to plane setup can be determined by several tools like analytical formulae or tables based on conformal mapping [9], numerical field calculation or by literature search [10]. Numerical field calculation was selected as most appropriate tool for this cryogenic application considering the need for determination of the volume “V82”, where the electric field is higher than 82% of the maximum field. It should be noticed that numerical field calculation is well established for room temperature high voltage engineering, e.g. [11-12]. The software Comsol Multiphysics was used in version 4.3b. This program offers a sweep mode for comfortable data variation (e.g. gap length) and also the possibility to solve 3D problems.

2.1. Reliability of the used field calculation tool

The possible occurrence of mathematical problems must be taken in account by using field calculation programs. Typical problems while using electrostatic field calculation occur for the determination of the maximum field strength on sharp edges, triple points or at discontinuities. The used program offers different possibilities of field strength determination. Three methods were used: clicking in field plots, an expression tool “derived values” (which offers comprehensive possibilities of calculation of simple up to very sophisticated problems), and data export of a matrix with field values.

It can be expected that for the specified sphere to plane setup the discontinuity at the sphere surface represents the most critical issue. A comparison was done between the 3 different field determination methods for one sphere to plane geometry (10 mm gap length, 50 mm diameter of sphere). An exported matrix of field values from a simple sphere to plane model with calculation steps of 0.01 mm gives an impression of the field data representation originated from Comsol (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Example data set delivering the field strength values (second column, unit: kV / mm) depending on geometry variable \( z \) (first column, unit: mm) for a simple sphere to plane model. The liquid nitrogen to steel boundary is located at \( z = 0.01 \) mm. Apparently the electric field increase of the last step is relatively high.

Comsol calculates a field value even within the boundary surface itself but this value seems unexpected high if the field increase was compared with the preceding data points. In the example of Figure 2 one may expect a value of 12.75 kV / mm instead of 12.89 kV / mm which is a difference of about 1.1%. In comparison the field plot clicking delivers 12.80 kV / mm and the “derived values” tool delivered 12.89 kV / mm. The result of a two dimensional (2D) model of the boundary element method program CSP [13] was 12.76 kV / mm.

One may now confess that the export data with following post processing or even the zoom and click method seems to deliver more accurate maximum field strength values. On the other hand the “derived value” method offers an easy to handle tool with direct calculation of the volume where the field is higher than the decisive field factor multiplied with the maximum field value. A test calculation with the derived value tool for the volume calculation of a sphere resulted in a difference of less than 1% compared to the analytical value. Finally it was decided to use the “derived value” tool for the following maximum field and volume calculations.

2.2. Meshing

In finite element method programs the mesh size must be adjusted in order to find a useful compromise between high solution accuracy and calculation time. Comsol offers a number of predefined mesh size qualities in order to optimize calculation time. Two sphere to plane models are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Full view of 3D model with coarse meshing (left) and zoomed view on a cross section of a 2D sphere to plane geometry with 9 domains (right). The innermost half circle of the 2D model represents the high voltage sphere. The plate and the cryostat walls are grounded. The other space is liquid nitrogen (i.e. 7 of the 9 domains of the 2D model; the cryostat walls are not visible in the zoomed view).

It can be useful to divide spaces (e.g. the entire liquid nitrogen space) in subspaces (Comsol: “domains”) in order to improve the solution process. A further accuracy improvement can be achieved by refinement of the mesh within a box. This refinement method was used in some models for achieving high accuracy especially around the bottom point of the sphere which has the lowest distance to the plane.

Comparison of maximum field values and high field volumes for a sphere to plane setup was done between eight 2D Comsol models and five 3D Comsol models with different meshes and refinements. The most detailed 2D Comsol model was used as reference model. The simple models with only one domain for the whole liquid nitrogen space show differences of more than 1% for the maximum electric field. Maximum percentage deviation with less than 1% was found for the calculation of the maximum electrical field in case of Comsol 2D and 3D models with a liquid nitrogen space divided in several domains. A CSP model delivers a difference of 0.5% for the calculation of the maximum field value. High field volume calculation with
maximum percentage deviation less than 1% required very detailed meshes. This had also be obtained with the most detailed 3D model but calculation time compared to the best 2D model is longer than a factor of 200.

Hence 2D models with subdomains of the liquid nitrogen space and additional box refinement were used for the following sphere or rod to plane calculations.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A theoretical 2D sphere to plane model delivered increasing high field volumes $V_{82}$ with increasing gap length, e.g. a volume $V_{82}$ of 1555 mm$^3$ for 20 mm gap length and a volume $V_{82}$ of 18674 mm$^3$ for 100 mm gap length. Real world setups with fixation rods or tubes show considerable change of volume $V_{82}$ for long gaps in comparison to this theoretical model although the maximum field strength is very similar (Figure 4, Figure 5). The Fatelini type rods with rounded half sphere design do not show a monotonically increasing behavior but have a distinct maximum. This maximum volume occurs between 50 mm and 70 mm (calculation steps are 10 mm; the lines in Figure 5 are only for orientation). Since an increasing stressed volume causes an increasing breakdown probability these calculation results show a contribution for the explanation of the withstand voltage curve of Figure 1 between 20 mm and 70 mm. It should be noticed that a diagram with $V_{82}$ depending on gap length cannot be directly treated as breakdown probability curve because e.g. the maximum field value can be different for 2 points with the same volume values.

![Figure 4. Maximum field $E_{\text{max}}$ (left) or high stressed volume $V_{82}$ (right) depending on gap length for sphere to plane and rod to plane setups. Predefined voltage is 100 kV. The rods have a 50 mm diameter rounding (at least 180°) termination but different radii (rod in plot legend) of the cylindrical fixation rod.](image)

The special behavior of the rounded half spheres can be explained by comparison of field plots. A visualization for the model with 50 mm diameter sphere termination and rod diameter of 45 mm is shown in Figure 5 for 3 different gap lengths. The plate is not shown in the field plots; it is located in all plots below the sphere but also below the bottom limitation of the picture. The amount of space in the liquid nitrogen volume $V_{82}$ around the bottom termination where $E > 0.82 \times E_{\text{max}}$ is non white. It can be seen that even for the zoomed field plots most of the liquid nitrogen space is white which means that it does not belong to the high field region. The most “thick” color area can be found for the 10 mm gap with a thickness of 3.00 mm (at $r = 0$). For the 50 mm gap length the maximum thickness of $V_{82}$ is 2.65 mm and for the 100 mm gap length the maximum thickness of $V_{82}$ is 2.63 mm at $r = 0$, each. The longer the gap length is the larger is the angle around the spherical electrode which is covered with $V_{82}$ but even for the 100 mm gap length an angle of 90° counted from the bottom point is not reached. This explains why the curve of the high field volume $V_{82}$ for this model (Figure 4, blue color) is strictly monotonically increasing.
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An increasing metal cryostat diameter can have lower volume $V_{82}$ for long gaps and some rod versions. Calculations for a plastic cryostat and two rod setups delivered lower volumes $V_{82}$ up to a factor of about 2 compared to a metal cryostat. In case of the plastic cryostat the maximum field strength is reduced compared to a metal cryostat. One can expect for large gap experiments in plastic cryostats higher breakdown voltages compared to metal cryostats. On the other hand results obtained by tests using plastic cryostats may be very sensitive on how the grounding connection of the plate is routed and how the cryostat is installed with respect of other grounds, e. g. if the cryostat is put on a wooden desk or a grounded steel plate or near a metallic wall, etc.

The curves with the rounded half sphere model in Figure 7 (right diagram) show $V_{82}$ maxima for medium gap lengths and a reversal of the larger diameter effect, e. g. for 40 mm gap length the smallest metal cryostat delivers highest $V_{82}$ value compared to other diameters and for 80 mm it delivers the lowest value compared to the field values for other diameter models with the same gap length, respectively.

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7. Calculated volume $V_{82}$ depending on gap length for rod to plane setup with different cryostat radii (in m) or in one case without metal cryostat walls (“no cryostat”, red curve). The left picture shows a plot with a full sphere termination and a thick (diameter 45 mm) fixation rod; the right picture shows a rounded half sphere termination with a thinner rod (diameter 20 mm)

Decisive field factors between 0.81 and 0.93 are reported in [8]. Two different geometries were examined concerning the variation of the field factor $E$ for a cryostat with a stainless steel diameter of 644 mm. Increasing decisive field factor $E$ causes decreasing volumes $V_{82}$. The volume maximum for the half sphere termination model appears in medium gap lengths around 60 mm. For this model the volume of a 100 mm gap length and $E = 0.93$ was only 69 mm$^3$ corresponding to about 1 water drop volume (50 mm$^3$).

An other issue is the occurrence of a “jump” on high field volumes for a plane to plane electrode setup with edges and gap length between 10 mm and 20 mm and low decisive field factor of 0.81. Such a “jump” can already be calculated for short gaps and slightly higher decisive field factor. This does not mean that only slight changes of gap length can have strong impact on high field volume but also a slight change of temperature or pressure can have strong impact on the calculated high field volume. As example Figure 8 shows a fast high field volume increase for a decisive field factor change (caused e.g. by pressure decrease) from 0.84 to 0.83. It is not experimentally examined up to now if such remarkable change of the high field volume distribution from the uniform region to the edge space is modelling reality, i.e. if a sudden reduction of breakdown voltage occurs by a related pressure loss.
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